Effective quasi-particle relaxation rates in reduced gap regions of a dirty superconductor (S) at low temperatures are calculated from microscopic theory. Gap reduction in S caused by a proximity layer (S') with lower critical temperature is modeled by an effective trapping layer with zero gap and an effective thickness Lefr/~s, which is a function of the proximity parameter yM= (trS,~S/ aS?,S,) (ds,/~s')-The total rate is the sum of the rate of the reduced gap region and of the proximity layer. The effective trapping volume of the core of an Abrikosov vortex, which is trapped in the superconductor, is a cylinder with radius Reff~ 2.7~s and zero gap.
I. Introduction
Josephson tunnel junctions can be used as detectors for nuclear particles, phonons and photons over a wide energy range [ 1 ] . In the case of X-ray detection the tunnel junction is biased in the quasi-particle tunneling regime. An impacting X-ray photon creates a cascade of hot quasi-particles and phonons that relax to the bandgap. Above the thermal equilibrium quasi-particle density an excess density is created, that typically consists of 2 × 106 quasi-particles for a photon energy of about 6 keV (assuming that all photon energy is converted into excess quasiparticles). The excess quasi-particle density gives rise to an excess tunneling current, which is measured.
In practice, however, a large fraction of the excess quasi-particles may be lost by different processes, before tunneling takes place. An important loss mechanism is the trapping of quasi-particles in regions with a lower energy gap due to energy relaxation. In most cases these trapped quasi-particles cannot tunnel anymore. Such regions with a reduced energy gap may be (1) induced by the proximity effect because of the presence of layers with lower or zero gap adjacent to the superconductor, (e.g. anodized or oxiOn leave from the Institute of Solid State Physics, 142432 Chernogolovka, Moscow, Russia. dized surfaces, the initial growth layer of (sputter-) deposited thin films or normal metal layers); (2) the core of a trapped Abrikosov vortex in the superconducting electrode.
A trapping layer can also be advantageously used to collect the excess quasi-particles from a large volume, as was proposed by Booth [2 ] . The larger excess quasi-particle density in, and the smaller volume of, the trap produces a signal in the read-out junction placed on the trap, that can be up to two or even three orders of magnitude larger than in the case without a trap. For an X-ray detector, that has to have a high efficiency, a trapping layer is inevitable, because of the large volume of the X-ray photon absorber that is needed.
Although strongly needed for the design of an Xray detector, a detailed study of the trapping effect was lacking up till now. The relaxation rate of quasiparticles from a certain energy down to the bandgap was calculated by Kaplan et al. [ 3 ] for the case of a homogeneous, weak-coupling superconductor in thermodynamic equilibrium. In this paper we calculate the effective quasi-particle relaxation rates in a dirty superconductor, that is in thermal equilibrium but has a spatially inhomogeneous order parameter, on the basis of microscopic theory. Two cases are treated: (1) the reduction of the order parameter in a su-0921-4534/93/$06.00 © 1993 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved.
perconducting layer S (with critical temperature 7~.S) due to the presence of a proximity layer S' (with 7~S'); and (2) the effect of the core of an Abrikosov vortex.
As we are working on the development of X-ray Josephson junction detectors for space application based on the Nb(T~=9.2 K)/AI(T,.= 1.3 K) system and operated at 4He temperatures ( T~ l K ), the calculations especially apply to that case. However, it can be shown that the critical temperature of the proximity layer enters the problem only very weakly. The relevant parameter is Iog(T~S/T~S') and its variation can be easily taken into account by means of a simple renormalization procedure [4] . The results will, therefore, also apply fairly well to other combinations of superconductors.
Theory,
The Eliashberg equations for a spatially inhomogeneous superconductor have the general form [5] : 
Here E is the quasi-particle energy and the quantity F(¢o, x) determines a quasi-particle decay rate:
We will consider the case of small frequencies ~o compared to phonon frequencies, so that the frequency dependence of Zj and 3~ can be neglected. Determining the functions Z and A from eq. ( 1 ), a generalization ofeq. (6) of ref. [3] for rs~J in the spatially inhomogeneous case is obtained. For the most interesting case of very low temperatures, 7" > 0. the answer is
This gives the quasi-particle relaxation rate from energy o2 to dg(X). Here Ag(x) is the x-dependent value of the energy gap of the system and d(x) is the real part of the order parameter (which is frequency independent for small o2). Because of the limit T *0 this expression does not contain quasi-particle recombination and corresponds to energy relaxation with rate z~-fl only. In the low-frequency approximation one can write o~2(~2)F(~Q)=b~2 2 and then define a characteristic time zo=Z~(O)h/2nb(kT~) 3 for a given material [3] . Finally, one can define an effective rate in some limited volume of a superconductor by summing the contributions of different regions. For example, in the one-dimensional case one has:
where L is the size of a region with reduced energy gap. In eq. (5) and further on, energies are normalized to kT~. At low temperatures most of the quasi-particles in the bulk material are near the bandgap and thus one can set tO equal to the gap energy of the bulk material dos.
I. Proximity layer
We will apply the above formalism to two different cases which are of immediate interest for the application in Josephson junction X-ray detectors. First we consider the case of a layer with an energy gap that is reduced by the proximity effect due to the presence of a layer with a lower (but non-zero) bulk value of the order parameter, dos,. Secondly, the effective relaxation rate in an Abrikosov vortex is calculated, The spatial dependence of the order parameter in these cases is shown schematically in fig. I (a) . In the general case one should solve the equations of the microscopic theory applying them to any specific model under consideration. In a dirty superconductor the functions G and F obey the so-called Usadel equations [6] which take the form:
T +2nT~ (d(to.,x)/to.
-F(to,,, x)) =0,
. A((o,,, x) . For the calculation of G and I: in a SS' sandwich, these equations are coupled by some boundary' conditions and therefore have to be solved simultaneously in the S and S' layer (in the general case numerically). We assume that no barrier exists at the interfacc and 7~,s> Tcs,: ds>>~s>> Is, Is, ~ds, <<~s,, i.e., both materials are in the dirty limit. (ds(ds,), &(Is,), and ~s(C~s,) are the thickness, the electron mean free path and the coherence length of the S (S') layer, respectively. ) The last condition also implies that the function G, F and L1 are assumed to be constant over the S' layer. Details on this model of the proximity effect are given in ref. [7] for a SN sandwich (7~-s,=0) and in ref. [8] for the more general case of a SS' sandwich. It was shown that in both cases the extent of the influence of the proximity effect is determined by the parameter In fig. 3 the quantities ro/r~s(.V) and/l(.v)/rtk'/~s (inset), are plotted to illustrate the relative contribution of different regions of S to the scattering rate ( for the particular value ,'M = I 0). and the behaviour where as,s, are the normal stale conductivities of thc S and S' metals. Generally, the larger the }'M value the stronger is the suppression of the order parameter on the SS' boundaw.
In the following we consider the case of a Nb/AI sandwich at a temperature of I K, thus l'<Ts,. However, it is stressed again that the critical ten> perature ratio Tcs,/7~,s influences the results only very little.
As an illustration, the normalized densities of states :V(~o, .v)=Re Gs((O, .v) (where (o= -i~o,,) are plotted in fig. 2 for 7M = 10 at different distances-v/~s from the SS' boundary' in the S-region. In the S'-region Re Gs,(Og) takes the value at the boundary Re Gs(¢O, 0). 11 iS seen thal the gap value J~ is suppressed relative to the bulk value Jos. The value of Jg is the same for all points in S, the difference being in the values of N(co, _v) at Ag<vO<Jos, which become small as X/¢s> 3.5. This means that a large region of the S material near the SS' boundary has a reduced gap value Ag< Jos-On the other hand the en- For the presentation of the final result, it is useful to define an effective thickness Lar of a layer in the S material that is in the normal state (zJg=O) (see also fig. 1 (b) ), which gives the same total scattering rate as the reduced gap region by the relation
The integral in the left-hand side of eq. (9) is finite, because r;-' (x)--,0 as x--,oo, provided ~o=Aos. The quantity r~s ~ (Ag= 0) can be calculated from eq. ( 16 ) of ref. [3] for A=0, ~o=Aos and can be interpreted as the relaxation rate in the S material in the normal state for quasi-particles with energy equal to Aos down to the Fermi-energy. Taking into account that
(making use of the BCS-relation 2Aos/kT~s= 3.52), the function L~fr(YM) for the S material is determined, using the result of the calculations of to/ r~s(X) as shown in fig. 3 . An analogous procedure has been applied to the trapping layer S' by introducing the length L'ar for the S' material in the normal state (with Aos, =0), which corresponds to the given thickness ds, of the S'-layer, ds,/r~¢s,= L'~ff/Z~¢s, (Ag= 0). In fig. 4 both functions L~ff/~ (yM) and L'ff/ds, (TM) are presented.
2.2.Abrikosov vortex
The second problem to be treated is that of an isolated Abrikosov vortex trapped in the bulk material. The problem of determining an effective relaxation time of a vortex can be solved as follows. First the equations for the Green's functions of a superconductor G and F in the core region of the vortex, where the order parameter is strongly suppressed, are solved. Then the densities of states Re G(og, p), Re F(~o, p) for various distances p from the centre of the core are determined. An effective radius Refr for the trapping region of the core can be defined analogously to eq. (9) .
The Usadel equations for the Green's functions of a dirty superconductor in the limit x>> 1, in the magnetic field of a single Abrikosov vortex, are [7 ] d20 1 dO dp~ + p ~p -°gn sin0 (12)
Discussion
Now the effective relaxation rate z~J due to an S'-layer with thickness ds, and area A' on an S-layer, with thickness a' s and area A, is calculated. It is assumed that the fraction of time the quasi-particles spend in the trapping area is proportional to the volume fraction of the trap to the total volume of the S and S' layers [2]. In the case &>> ds, one arrives at an effective rate In the case of an AI proximity layer, the characteristic time ro,A~ (110 ns) is ordcrs of magnitude larger than that of most other metals (e.g. rO,Nb = 0. I 5 ns ). This means that the trapping mainly takes place in the reduced gap region of the S-layer and not in the S'-layer. Secondly, AI is a very effective material for introducing a substantial reduced gap region by even very thin A1 layers, becausc 7M becomes large due to the large normal state conductivity as,. As an example, consider a Nb/A1 junction with AI thickness ds,=25 nm giving ~'M~I (ref. [9] ), =1'=,4, ~s=40 nm and ds= 300 rim. Then the effective time constant is as small as T~n-~ 13 ns. Even for a 10 ~m thick Nb layer, the trapping is still fairly effective: r~fT~ 0.41 !us. Injunctions with a relatively thin electrode a degraded surface can also create a very etfective trapping area and cause large quasi-particle toss [ 101.
In the case of an Abrikosov vortex, the effective relaxation rate is given by 1 = ~R~,rLa, (.8 Because X-ray detectors are normally operated with a field in the plane of the junction barrier in order to suppress the Josephson currenl, trapped vortices may occur without being noticed, except tot enhanced quasi-particle losses. When a trapping layer adjacent to the barrier is used as a collector of excess quasi-particles in the absorber, the tunneling rate r,J, through the barrier is changed due to the proximity effect. The tunneling rate out of a spatially homogeneous superconducting layer with volume I s, through a barrier with normal state resistance R,,, is given b} r,.~=(4R,e21sN(E)) ~.withX(E) thequasi-particle density of states in the superconductor at encrg 5 1£ [ 10.11 ] . In the literature it is assumed that the trapping layer can be described by a square ~ell [ 2 ] . The ~olume in which the quasi-particles are confined is then equal to l'nap = I'e4, and one assumes a spatially, independent density of states in the well:
.V(E)=N,,(Ev)Re (;(E) given by eq. (6). The total rate is then assumed to be equal to the sum of the rates out of the trap and out of the bulk laycr. However, this procedure does not take into account the existence of a region in the absorber layer with a spatially varying reduced gap. Consequently the volumc, to which the quasi-particles are confined, dcpends on the quasi-particle energy. As has been sho~n above, the density of states in the trapping region is also spatially dependent and differs strongly frorn thal in the bulk. A more detailed calculation of thc ell fective tunneling rate is therefore necessary and is the subject of further study,
